
BASIC MARKETING PLAN CELL PHONES ESSAY

This marketing plan is for a company that will be launching a smartphone. and many consumers are switching from the
traditional cell phones.

Bargain Power of Customers: High Analyzing customer power for HTC is problematic because the customers
are end-users, service providers, and retailers. The Lumia brand can employ either of the three to enhance its
competitive advantage in the market. Climate Political and legal environment Samsung has been at times
subjected to political action law suit. The hardware that is not produced by HTC is delivered by a limited
number of suppliers. Gartner expects U. The stellar grow of the company's sales can be attributed to a very
strong product situation. The usage Strategic Plan for the Intended Growth of Nokia words - 12 pages
Analysis Strengths of Nokia: Nokia is an International brand is famous for the quality and innovative mobile
phones all over the world. It is a good option if you want to get a cheap 3G handset. Nearly three-quarters of
our profits came from its division responsible for smartphones, tablets, personal computers and cameras. Our
vision is also to provide the customer with excellent services, maintaining our referral network base, and
respond to customer problem rapidly. Resultantly, the company ran into losses owing to stiff competition in
the market from an array of smartphones produced by competitors following the lead of the iPhone, and
Android operated mobile phones. Field, R. Samsung is one of the largest manufacturers of mobile phones and
it shares the highest cell phone customers with Nokia in India. Galaxy is also for Businessmen. Smartphone
usage in the U. Therefore, brand name is a significant factor for success in the intense competition. Due to the
elastic demand for smartphones, the current recession and high unemployment rates could affect sales
numbers for all smartphone manufactures since personal income is declining and, in turn, consumers stop
spending. Hence, the Lumia is advertised in local media through a partnership and engagement with
stakeholders in local markets. In alone, HTC released 16 new smartphones, 15 of which are using the Android
operating system. Close coordination with regional distributors is the strategy that Nokia has used to ensure
that its products have presence in regional markets. The findings of the report are such that the success of the
Lumia are centered on its merger between Microsoft and Nokia to develop a competitive smartphone products.
The management team found that in the year , beaded handbags were one of the top selling Marketing Plan for
Gelato words - 27 pages. New technologies deliver much-needed excitement to employee wellness initiatives.
HTC links those different industries of suppliers of hardware and software solutions. However, this seems to
have been compromised since other brands such as HTC and Samsung have already developed windows
phones Mata,  Hence, the Lumia stands to sell more to first time smartphone users as opposed to customers
who have used competitor smartphones in the past. From Apple and Samsung Electronic always compete each
other in smart phone. Saturated smart phone markets in developed countries. Indeed, it is often contended that
the process of strategic marketing planning is crucial since planning determines what must be done in the
future whilst giving an opportunity to test what has been achieved against the framework of the existing plan.
K Schofield? Finally, the paper delves into the marketing strategy behind the marketing plan for the Lumia
detailing issues regarding the annual budget, action programs, controls, product promotional approaches,
distribution, marketing research, and the marketing mix for the Lumia. Evidence to the fact that Nokia is
incapable of effectively handling software development can be drawn from the fact that the company recently
sold out its production rights to Microsoft. People prefer to keep using their existing phones or consider
buying feature phones, which are not as expensive as an average smartphone. There are three generic
strategies namely differentiation, lower cost and focus. Improvement in technology made the electronic
product cheaper and cheaper.


